LIFE BY THE DROP
As recorded by Stevie Ray Vaughan
(From the 2002 Album THE SKY IS CRYING)

Words and Music by D. Bramhall / B. Logan

[Music Notation]

1. Hello in ther, my, old friend. Not so long ago it was
2. Up and down that road in our worn out shoes. Talkin' bout good things and

Till the end. We played outside in the pour
Singin' the blues. You went you way and I

Started over again. You're livin' out dreams of
That's how it happened. Life by the drop

My mind is achin' and, Lord, it won't stop.
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My mid is achin' and, Lord, it wont stop. That's how happenned Life by the drop
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3. No waste of time we're allowed today.
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Chum-in's up the past, there's no easier way. Time's been between us, a m to an end.
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God it's good to be her walk gather, my friend. Livin' our dreams.
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My mind stop achin'.

That's how it happened livin'